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I. INTRODUCTION
Since the invention of the phonograph by Thomas Edison, the recording industry has
controlled the music that ends up on your turntable, or in your eight-track, cassette deck,
compact disc ("CD") player, and mini-disc
player.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n1);.FTNT n1 However, who will control your
digital music player is anybody's guess. The introduction of a new technology known as
"MP3," which stands for Moving Picture Experts Group, or MPEG, Audio Layer
3,40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n2);.FTNT n2 may have forever changed the way our
music is distributed and shaken the very foundation upon which the industry was
built.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n3);.FTNT n3
MP3s have been called "a godsend for every struggling independent musician out
there."40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n4);.FTNT n4 They have also been referred to as a
simple acronym, the mere utterance of which can make the "richest record company
executive cringe . . . in fear."40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n5);.FTNT n5 Regardless of
the description, "MP3" is truly becoming one of the most popular items on the
Internet.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n6);.FTNT n6
MP3 technology is altering the way the world consumes music, how artists. release
their work, and the way that record companies sell
it.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n7);.FTNT n7 In response to this shift in music
distribution supremacy, war on MP3s has been declared:
The sudden popularity of compressed digital music has stirred up a hornets. nest of
intellectual property issues. Suppose you download an MP3 file from the Web and listen

to it on your portable playback device. Or you
rip40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n8);.FTNT n8 a track from an audio CD that you own,
save it on a Zip40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n9);.FTNT n9 disk, and listen to it at
work. Are you a copyright- violating des-perado or just a citizen exercising your rights?
The answer depends on whom you ask.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n10);.FTNT n10
The MP3 controversy is a typical battle of good versus evil. On one side of the
battlefield are the top record labels in the music industry, known as the "Big Five": BMG
Entertainment, EMI Recorded Music, Sony Music, Universal Music Group, and Warner
Music Group.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n11);.FTNT n11 These companies have
controlled the tightly- managed methods of recording and distribution since playing music
became an industry.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n12);.FTNT n12 On the other side,
are independent musicians, budding "dot com" companies, and individuals simply
wanting a free ride on the Internet music wave -- all of whom are attempting to redefine
the parameters of the music industry.
Those who favor a more democratic digital distribution system cite the potential
downfall of a dictatorial music industry as a major positive transformation of the industry
and as a motivating factor for the evolution of this new distribution
technology.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n13);.FTNT n13 Further, they argue that this
shift will increase the amount of music available to the public and permit greater equity
in the distribution of profits.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n14);.FTNT n14 Of course,
the argument is that this can be accomplished without violation of copyrights or other
infringing acts.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n15);.FTNT n15
MP3 opponents, on the other hand, assert that many MP3 distri-bution sites are
purely illegal, as the music has been uploaded for unlimited use and copying by people
who have no intention of paying the royalties attached to such
music.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n16);.FTNT n16 Such opponents characterize the
digital distribution of music as the potential destruction of the industry altogether.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n17);.FTNT n17 They argue that allowing such
technology will undercut the profits of all involved and promote music piracy, which
accounts for nearly $ 300 million in lost record sales each
year.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n18);.FTNT n18
A similar argument was raised nearly fifteen years ago by Jack Valenti, president of
the Motion Picture Association of America (.MPAA.), regarding the advent of a
destructive little machine called the videocassette recorder
("VCR").40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n19);.FTNT n19 The MPAA touted the VCR as
an evil device that would pirate films and pilfer Hollywood's
profits.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n20);.FTNT n20 But it did not ruin Hollywood,
rather, "it spawned a creative new industry of videocassette rentals and sales that
generated more revenues for Hollywood than the sales of movie
tickets."40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n21);.FTNT n21
Like the VCR debate, the MP3 controversy raised the financial stakes for the winner
of the battle to an exorbitant level.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n22);.FTNT n22 Total
revenues for the music industry last year alone exceeded $ 12

billion.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n23);.FTNT n23 With the advent of greater music
availability online, these numbers are expected to increase as the new millennium
approaches.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n24);.FTNT n24 However, the legal
consequences of the MP3 battle extend beyond the financial realm. Court decisions
affecting music distribution could certainly pave the way for the digital distribution of
videos and movies, among other things, once the technology has sufficiently
evolved.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n25);.FTNT n25
This paper will examine the history of traditional music channels and the
consequences of MP3's introduction to the industry. Second, the author will consider both
sides of the MP3 debate and analyze the legal ramifications of digital music distribution,
particularly with respect to current and future copyright laws. Additionally, the author
will examine the deve lopment of new initiatives and Internet technology to stifle MP3
use and misuse. Finally, this paper will consider the impact of new technology and the
MP3 battle on the future of Internet distribution with respect to both the music and
motion picture industries.
II. ANALYSIS OF THE TRADITIONAL MUSIC INDUSTRY
The traditional means of consuming music involve the purchase of CDs or cassettes
from a small group of large record labels that sell directly to retailers and music
distributors.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n26);.FTNT n26 Under this traditional music
model, the recording artist receives a relatively small portion of the revenues earned by
an album.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n27);.FTNT n27 However, well-known artists,
such as Celine Dion or Garth Brooks, may realize greater profits because of their
substantial touring proceeds and unique leverage over the record
companies.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n28);.FTNT n28 Generally, however, for
representation in the music business, one must be supported by a record label or create
his or her own, independent label.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n29);.FTNT n29 The
Internet and subsequent introduction of MP3s, however, is breaking this traditional model
wide open and creating an entirely new music industry for the twenty- first
century.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n30);.FTNT n30
A. Introduction of MP3 Technology to the Industry
In 1993, a group of college students founded
IUMA.com,40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n31);.FTNT n31 the World Wide Web's first
high fidelity Internet site.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n32);.FTNT n32 Their purpose
was to supply artists with a cheaper way to get their music heard and
distributed.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n33);.FTNT n33 IUMA spawned a unique
subindustry of music distribution for artists, which resulted in dissemination of their
music to the world, rather than to merely local
venues.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n34);.FTNT n34 For example, any artist can
distribute music through IUMA's Website for a small fee and retain as much as seventyfive percent of the revenue from album or merchandise sales, which is an unprecedented
amount with respect to traditional means of music
distribution.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n35);.FTNT n35
These electronically-based ("e-based") companies offer more than online sales,
however, giving unknown artists a chance to become the Brooks and Dions of the

business.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n36);.FTNT n36 For example, many sites allow
consumers the ability to instantaneously purchase music, but they can also listen to song
samples,40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n37);.FTNT n37 obtain information about
musicians, view touring schedules, and read comments from other
fans.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n38);.FTNT n38 One method of receiving such
music is via the MP3 format.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n39);.FTNT n39
III. WHAT IS AN MP3?
First invented in 1992 by the Fraunhofer Institute in
Germany,40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n40);.FTNT n40 MP3 is heating up the Internet
music market, as well as several legal debates about its
use.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n41);.FTNT n41 MP3 is simply a new compression
standard for music, which allows music to be condensed into a small file using a program
called an MP3 encoder.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n42);.FTNT n42 This process
transforms what used to sound like "a clock radio playing under
water,"40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n43);.FTNT n43 into audio that approaches the
quality of a musical compact disc.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n44);.FTNT n44 As a
result of the compression, however, various bits of data are irretrievably lost, thereby
producing a small amount of noise known as "artifacts" in the
signal.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n45);.FTNT n45 For this reason, MP3 files are
titled "near CD quality," though the naked ear cannot detect much
difference.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n46);.FTNT n46 This title is partially
responsible for MP3's popularity.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n47);.FTNT n47 Prior
to this technology, "a person wishing to copy an original music recording -- e.g., wishing
to make a cassette tape of a record or compact disc -- was limited to analog, rather than
digital, recording technology. With analog recording, each successive generation of
copies suffers from an increasingly pronounced degradation in sound
quality."40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n48);.FTNT n48Thus, millions of nearly perfect
copies of original music can be produced with virtually no degradation in
quality.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n49);.FTNT n49 Also, the compactness of these
files makes MP3s great for uploading into the Internet for personal or commercial use,
which has only furthered their extreme
popularity.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n50);.FTNT n50
As a result, e-based companies, new artists, and the consuming public are leaping at
the opportunities created by digital music distribution. For example, a Website might post
free MP3 songs that users can readily download and
distribute.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n51);.FTNT n51 First, young artists are
benefitted in that their music gets initial exposure, which is unlimitedly broad due to the
structure of the Internet.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n52);.FTNT n52 Second,
established artists have an equally broad opportunity to showcase their new
music.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n53);.FTNT n53 Third, consumers benefit through
a "try-before-you-buy" concept that enables them to listen to sample music prior to
purchase.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n54);.FTNT n54 Finally, while free songs are
often the hallmark of MP3 sites, artists and Web companies may realize great financial
advantage in the long run by charging a fee for additional songs or for songs by artists

who are already "known." Everyone benefits from this new system, except, of course, the
record label conglomerates.
Many consumers purchase CDs at an average cost of $
16.99,40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n55);.FTNT n55 al-though they may only enjoy
two or three of the artist's songs. MP3s, on the other hand, are single songs and generally
sell for under a dollar.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n56);.FTNT n56 This means that a
consumer could purchase two or three songs of his or her choice and save fifteen dollars.
Of course, record companies would prefer that music remain packaged in CDs and tapes
the old- fashioned way and shipped to record stores for the higher
price.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n57);.FTNT n57 Since MP3 recording artists own
their own copyrights, they are free to distribute their music at any
cost.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n58);.FTNT n58 Under the traditional music
distribution method, if you did not have a label, you did not exist.
Because half a dozen massive companies that dominate the music industry require
artist contracts with their "label" to distribute music, they selectively represent artists that
they believe will sell the most music.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n59);.FTNT n59
Consequently, many talented artists go unrepresented. The MP3 file format and ease of
distribution via the Internet provide a way for these entertainers to distribute their music
in an unprecedented manner -- without a record
company.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n60);.FTNT n60
Of course, most consumers do not purchase CDs or tapes to listen to them on their
home computer.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n61);.FTNT n61 The introduction of
MP3 technol-ogy has thus lead to the creation of portable devices that operate like a CD
or cassette player.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n62);.FTNT n62 These devices are
known as "MP3 players."40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n63);.FTNT n63 Diamond
Multimedia's ("Diamond's") "Rio" was one of the first such players to be marketed in the
United States.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n64);.FTNT n64 While, originally, MP3
files could only be played on the personal computer, which itself was exciting, now the
files can be downloaded onto a portable MP3 player, like the Rio, which can be taken
almost anywhere, including in a car.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n65);.FTNT n65
The threat of music piracy is even greater, due to the Internet's
omnipresence.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n66);.FTNT n66 Many individuals
transform copyrighted CD songs into MP3 format and post them on private Internet sites
or e-mail them to friends.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n67);.FTNT n67 In fact many
illegal sites exist that distribute such copyrighted MP3
files.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n68);.FTNT n68 It is very difficult to shut these
sites down because many are based outside the United
States.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n69);.FTNT n69 Furthermore, the sheer volume of
users downloading and distributing MP3s makes it virtually impossible to apprehend
these copyright thieves.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n70);.FTNT n70 Therefore, the
easier target would seem to be the manufacturers of MP3 players, such as the Rio, that
could facilitate copyright infringement. The Rio was the exact target the Industry aimed
for in 1998.
IV. THE "RIO" LAWSUIT

The Recording Industry Association of America ("RIAA"), and the Alliance of
Artists and Recording Companies ("AARC") filed suit against Diamond in the United
States District Court for the Central District of
California.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n71);.FTNT n71 The plaintiffs sought a
preliminary injunction to enjoin Diamond from manufacturing and distributing the Rio,
arguing that given the ease with which consumers download and replay digital music,
sale of the Rio would lead to widespread music
piracy.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n72);.FTNT n72 The plaintiffs argued that the Rio
constituted a "digital audio recording" device and was thereby subject to the provisions of
the Audio Home Recording Act of 1992
("AHRA"),40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n73);.FTNT n73 with which it did not
comply.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n74);.FTNT n74
Despite the ability for illegal copying of music, the Rio was not designed for that
purpose.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n75);.FTNT n75 Ken Wirt, Diamond's vice
president of corporate marketing, explains, "We understand there is some pirating of
music by MP3s, which we do not condone, promote, or
endorse."40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n76);.FTNT n76 Instead, Wirt maintains that
the Rio's intended purpose is the legitimate conversion of songs from the Internet or its
users. CDs to a new type of music player.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n77);.FTNT
n77 The response from MP3 opponents has been obviously bitter: "The Rio, to me, is like
walking into a head shop and buying a bong, and it says, 'For use with tobacco products
only,'" says Jim McDermott, vice president of new media technology at Polygram Group
Distribution, "They . . . know it's going to be used for
piracy."40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n78);.FTNT n78
In response to the allegations in RIAA's Complaint, Diamond accused the plaintiffs
of attempting to stifle MP3 music sales over the Internet and counter-claimed for various
unfair business practices and antitrust
violations.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n79);.FTNT n79 The crux of the case centered
on whether the manufacture and sale of the Rio violated the AHRA for failure to prevent
serial copying.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n80);.FTNT n80 The Ninth Circuit Court
of Appeals decidedly held that it did not.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n81);.FTNT n81
Diamond argued that its digital music player was not governed by the AHRA and,
further, was exempt under $ S 1001(5)(B)(ii), which specifically excludes from the
definition of "digital music recordings"40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n82);.FTNT n82
material items "in which one or more computer programs are
fixed."40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n83);.FTNT n83 The assertion is that the Rio
receives music from a computer hard drive, which also stores "computer programs" and
is therefore not a "digital audio recording
device"40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n84);.FTNT n84 within the meaning of the
statute.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n85);.FTNT n85 Most significantly, is that the
Rio cannot serially copy files stored in its flash memory because it lacks a digital
output.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n86);.FTNT n86 Essentially, Diamond argued that
the Rio is not a recording device at all, but simply a playback
appliance.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n87);.FTNT n87 Put rather untechnologically,

"without a computer, [Diamond's] device is a
doorstop."40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n88);.FTNT n88
In their final brief to the Ninth Circuit, however, RIAA and AARC argued that the
above "justification" for Diamond's Rio player is based on a "litany of supposed
loopholes and constitutional infirmities in the AHRA designed to prevent the statute from
fulfilling its purpose."40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n89);.FTNT n89 This argument
addressed the Rio's ability to store files on its memory
cards.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n90);.FTNT n90 In denying the groups. motion for
a preliminary injunction, U.S. District Judge Audrey B. Collins found that, while the
device is likely to increase illegal music file traffic, the AHRA's royalty provisions were
specifically designed for this situation and provide for compensation in money damages
should any losses result.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n91);.FTNT n91
As expressed above, the sole output of the Rio device is an analog audio signal that is
sent to the listener via headphones or amplified
speakers.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n92);.FTNT n92 Significantly, then, the Rio
cannot duplicate any of the MP3 files it stores nor can it transfer a file to another device,
such as a computer or the Internet.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n93);.FTNT n93
Under the plain meaning of the AHRA then, the Rio is not a "digital audio recording
device" because its primary purpose is not to make copied recordings in digital audio
format.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n94);.FTNT n94 In affirming the district court's
denial of RIAA's motion for a preliminary injunction, the court held that the Rio's
purpose was "entirely consistent" with that of the AHRA -- to allow consumers to make
personal copies of music for private, noncommercial
use.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n95);.FTNT n95
A. Why RIAA Is Getting What It Deserves with the Rio Decision
In 1952, over 500 music companies founded The Recording Industry Association of
America, with the original objective "to survey music-buying habits, certify records gold
and platinum, and restrict copyright
infringement."40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n96);.FTNT n96 However, recently, as
evidenced by the Rio case, the main purpose has shifted to searching out and destroying
MP3 bootleggers40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n97);.FTNT n97 and those who make
devices that can play the pirated songs.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n98);.FTNT n98
An example of RIAA's severe attempts to destroy MP3 music pi- racy is evidenced
by the recent situation at one of the nation's top technical schools, Carnegie Mellon
University ("CMU") in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n99);.FTNT n99 On October 18, 1999, the
university restricted the Internet use of seventy-one students when it performed a random
file search and discovered copyrighted MP3 files, some of which were password
protected, on those students. archives.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n100);.FTNT n100
CMU's Associate Dean of Student Affairs admitted that "the decision to conduct the
search was partly instigated by the Recording Industry Association of America," as RIAA
sent numerous letters to the university, warning it of legal action if the files were not
removed.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n101);.FTNT n101

Some argue that such action merely protects the industry and its profits under
copyright law.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n102);.FTNT n102 However, "according
to the 1998 Digital Millennium Copyright Act [(the Act)], Internet providers [like CMU]
are not responsible for illegal content on their
site."40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n103);.FTNT n103 Of course, there is a catch. The
Act makes Internet providers responsible in cases where they have been alerted to the
problem but fail to take action.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n104);.FTNT n104
Therefore, if RIAA sends threatening letters to every college campus or business offering
Internet access to its students or employees, the members of the music industry place the
burden of copyright enforcement on the colleges and businesses because each could be
considered an "Internet provider."40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n105);.FTNT n105 The
music industry will have enlisted the help of the entire country by instilling fear and
bullying companies and educational institut ions with the threat of legal action. Rather
than be copyright police for RIAA and subject themselves to potential contributory
infringement suits, many companies and educational institutions will simply disallow
MP3 downloads, thus thwarting this sub- industry's efforts to grow, despite its overall
legality.
In response to RIAA's recent behavior and its staunch position on MP3 technology,
many of its proponents have expressed the following proverbial adage: the information
superhighway moves quickly; one ought to lead, follow, or get out of the
way.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n106);.FTNT n106
1. The Industry's Failure to Lead
Consider RIAA's inability to lead the industry at the crucial point of MP3
introduction. When MP3 technology arose in the 1980s, the Big Five still controlled the
labels, the artists, the music distributors, and the consuming
public.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n107);.FTNT n107 This control presented RIAA
with a golden opportunity to seize the immense financial market that digital distribu-tion
offered the music industry. It failed to do so, and now it is paying the price.
There is a strong correlation between being "first in time" to the marketplace and
one's ability to dominate consumers regarding business on the
Internet.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n108);.FTNT n108 In 1992, RIAA had the
opportunity to take the real world industry power and control that rested in the hands of
its mighty few and transplant it directly into the Internet. It could have created
"RIAA.com," an easily navigable Website displaying the trademarked image of each
major record label, advertising that the music the purchasing public wanted was just a
click away.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n109);.FTNT n109 This site would
potentially have generated a brave new industry of mini- music, marketed to the Internet
consumer, much like VCRs created a new industry of home movie rentals. The
consuming public would have generally known that, if they wanted digital music,
RIAA.com was the place to find it. RIAA certainly had industry control but had it only
the vision to grasp MP3's potential, it could have capitalized on the financial gold mine of
this technology. Clearly, RIAA did not address this budding technology and is, therefore,
guilty of failure to lead the industry.
2. Follow the MP3 Road

Despite RIAA's failure to enter the market quickly, a second al- most equally
lucrative option existed -- follow the companies who originally capitalized on MP3
technology and share in the profits. I t could have treated MP3 technology like any new
invention, as a unique business opportunity to be explored and exploited. This second
option might have resulted in a bit of profit-sharing with the little guys, but not the
potential loss of an established recording industry empire. Overall, if RIAA had marketed
itself in cyberspace, control would have remained in the hands of a select few. Instead,
RIAA treated MP3 technology as sinister contraband to be erased swiftly and
certainly.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n110);.FTNT n110
RIAA clearly embraced a defensive stance regarding MP3 technology.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n111);.FTNT n111 It focused on lobbying for
favorable legislation, informally enforcing its copyrights, such as through cease and
desist letters, and litigating directly illegal or unauthorized online
activities.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n112);.FTNT n112 While these pursuits were
important to the maintenance of the Industry's economic and power position, it was
similarly important to simultaneously exploit the legal aspects of MP3 music
technology.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n113);.FTNT n113 Instead, the Industry
dedicated significant resources to seek out and shut down unauthorized MP3
sites.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n114);.FTNT n114 Had it dedicated similar
resources to the exploration of ways this technology could benefit the Industry, the author
opines that similar profits could have been realized. Thus, it is clear that the Industry
failed to follow common-sense business principles, such as staying ahead of and
participating in the only market it is constantly attempting to exploit.
3. It Didn't Lead, It Didn't Follow -- RIAA Ought to Get Out of the Way
"The U.S. Supreme Court has already ruled that new technology cannot be outlawed
simply because pirates might use it to infringe on
copyrights."40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n115);.FTNT n115 Even the California
federal judges in the Rio case ruled that attempting to stop Diamond from marketing its
MP3 player was akin to "locking the barn door after the horse has already
escaped."40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n116);.FTNT n116 Further, MP3 technology is
not the only culprit of copyright infringe-ment and such infringement is certainly not new
to the industry.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n117);.FTNT n117
Pirated CDs have long been a source of frustration to realized profits of the Big Five
recording moguls.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n118);.FTNT n118 In Queens, New
York, a CD pirating ring was recently apprehended for creating nearly 2000 infringing
discs a week.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n119);.FTNT n119 Such CD pirating costs
nearly $ 100 million each year, but there is not much that can be done about
it.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n120);.FTNT n120 Realistically, the technology will
only become faster, smarter, and better, making music pirating a simple reality in the real
world or the cyber-world.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n121);.FTNT n121 Despite
such admonitions, the Industry is refusing to go down without a fight.
Just last year, for example, RIAA created the highly controversial Secure Digital
Music Initiative (SDMI), a compilation of over 120 companies and organizations from
the recording and technology industries whose purported goal is to promote distribution

of music on the Internet in a manner that restricts
copying.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n122);.FTNT n122 Many argue that the
Industry's underlying purpose with SDMI is to destroy
MP3s.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n123);.FTNT n123 However, the music industry
needs to focus on making the digital downloading of music easier, not
harder.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n124);.FTNT n124 Tara Lemmey, executive
director of the Electronic Frontier Foundation and critic of SDMI, explains that
combating piracy on the Internet should mean "making it easier for people to pay," not
destroying the technology entirely.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n125);.FTNT n125
Lemmey argues that increased SDMI attempts to lock up the digital music industry
simply encourages people to steal, since the technology assumes as
much.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n126);.FTNT n126
SDMI's basic anti-piracy idea is to create an audio watermark using "screening
technology."40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n127);.FTNT n127 Essentially, music files
will contain a digital watermark whereby those files without it will not be compatible
with the current digital audio players.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n128);.FTNT n128
The idea is that this new technology will end copyright infringement via MP3 downloads
because illegal songs will not contain the watermark and will therefore be
unreadable.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n129);.FTNT n129 However, it is only a
matter of time before technology catches up with the watermarking feature and adapts to
create false marks or override the technology
altogether.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n130);.FTNT n130
Of course, many digital player owners use their "non-secure" Rio players without
violating any copyright laws by using legal MP3 downloads. Creation of new players in
compliance with SDMI allows the Big Five to enter and exploit a marketplace they
originally ignored and chastised. For example, Sony Electronics, one of the top five
music superpowers, obviously has an interest in RIAA's fight because of the potential
copyright infringement of its various artists' music. However, even Sony has come to
recognize a new music market that can be
exploited.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n131);.FTNT n131 The company is prepared to
introduce a digital walkman, like the Rio, that will retail for $ 399 upon its release in
January 2000.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n132);.FTNT n132 Ron Boire, senior vice
president for Sony Electronics, argues that, unlike the Rio, its player is "a secure media
for recording music from the Internet," as it is the first MP3 player that is SDMI
compliant.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n133);.FTNT n133 Sony's "memory stick"
walkman will record eighty minutes of audio in a 64 MB memory piece, which is the size
of a stick of bubble gum, but each stick will cost around $
200.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n134);.FTNT n134 SDMI and its attempts to destroy
current MP3 players could only benefit Sony and the other Big Five by allowing them to
enter an already established market by requiring new, SDMI-compliant players to reap
the benefits of MP3.
B. The Controversy Creates New Opportunities
This copyright frenzy has spawned many technology companies to explore new ways
to encrypt music files and prevent copyright
infringement.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n135);.FTNT n135 Because of current

attempts to find secure alternatives to MP3s, some say this new technology may already
be on its way out.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n136);.FTNT n136 This does not seem
to worry the leading dot com companies who initially paved the way for the technology.
For example, Michael Robertson, president of one of the most popular digital music sites,
MP3.com,40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n137);.FTNT n137 says that his company is
prepared to make the switch to MP4, should it become the
standard.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n138);.FTNT n138 Similarly, Ken Wirt
contends that the Rio is compatible with Liquid Audio, another digital music format, "via
an export function in the player's software."40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n139);.FTNT
n139 But before you go creating the next MP4.com site, many label owners say the key
to the digital music business is to offer legitimate MP3s
immediately.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n140);.FTNT n140
MP3 technology has a clear foothold in the digital marketplace.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n141);.FTNT n141 It seems that the creation of this
new technology is merely to appease RIAA and its new Secure Digital Music Initiative.
Apparently, RIAA wants to wipe the slate clean and eliminate the "dot coms" who have
already invested in and profited from MP3 technology. By forcing the current companies
out of business, or at least severely outdating them, RIAA will be given a new chance to
start over and become the master of the MP4.
V. THE FUTURE OF DIGITAL DISTRIBUTION
MP3 is not the final word in digital music distribution. In fact, there are many ways
for consumers to receive music, some as yet,
uncontemplated.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n142);.FTNT n142 Again, the fight
involves not only music distribution, but rather, an infant technology whose full potential
has yet to be realized and can extend to other areas of distribution, such as digital video.
"The worst fear of movie studios has already been realized" with the recent hacking
of Digital Video Disc40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n143);.FTNT n143 (DVD)
encryption technology.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n144);.FTNT n144 Technology
has evolved to a point that a DVD movie can be transformed to fit on a single CD-ROM
disc.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n145);.FTNT n145 The transfer problem that is
shared with musical CDs is the time it takes to upload and download the files in the
original state due to their size.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n146);.FTNT n146 The
MP3 format remedied this time problem and, as explained earlier in this article, makes
compression and transfer incredibly fast.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n147);.FTNT
n147 Imagine this technology based on the MP3
format40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n148);.FTNT n148 for DVDs that allows quick
compression for upload and transfer of movies through the Web, while maintaining
superior video quality.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n149);.FTNT n149
While we are currently experiencing a new generation of music sale and distribution,
the future could very well encompass the sale of digital films on- line. Although VHS
tapes currently sell for the cost of a musical compact
disc,40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n150);.FTNT n150 online start up companies
targeting the digital distribution of movies could sell instant movie downloads for just a
few dollars.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n151);.FTNT n151 Again, the same

arguments made on behalf of independent musicians for MP3 technology could be
asserted for independent film makers who would get a chance to have their movies
viewed globally, rather than at a remote selected theater that is generally selected in only
the largest metropolitan areas.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n152);.FTNT n152
Of course, DVDs are not yet widely utilized and distributed in the real world, let
alone the Internet world.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n153);.FTNT n153 In terms of
the Internet, the bandwidth must be greatly increased for digital distribution of such
movies to be feasible, but such technology is not far
off.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n154);.FTNT n154 Once the technology has
sufficiently evolved, the download of digital video will offer the same opportunities and
legal challenges as those posed by the distribution of music
online.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n155);.FTNT n155 In the next few years, the
technology should evolve to the point where viewers may download their favorite movies
right into their homes.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n156);.FTNT n156 The established
arguments for the MP3 debate will undoubtedly be used when digital video distribution
emerges, no matter how far, or near, that time may be.
VI. CONCLUSION
Many questions about digital distribution remain unanswered, but one notion is
certain: "Things are changing fast in the music
industry."40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n157);.FTNT n157 Shortly into the new
millennium, it is anticipated that online mus ic will be part of the "mainstream consumer's
entertainment experience."40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n158);.FTNT n158 Some
predict that digital music and portable MP3 players will overwhelm the current music
media -- CD players.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n159);.FTNT n159
With the current chaos throughout the industry, mere "brick-andmortar retailing,"
cannot continue, nor is it feasible to "throw that all away and distribute
online."40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n160);.FTNT n160 The important point, with the
rapidly growing on-line music industry is that those companies that have established
themselves as a digital music hub now will be in a position to dominate the Internet
music industry when it peaks.40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n161);.FTNT n161
Additionally, while it is clear that on- line distribution of music has enough momentum to
propel it swiftly into the future, it seems "equally certain that the Internet will provide an
attractive vehicle for the distribution of video content, assuming the bandwidth issues can
be resolved in the not too distant future."40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n162);.FTNT
n162 Hayden Gregory, Chief Counsel of the House Judiciary Subcommittee on
Intellectual Property explains that "although digital technology has been commercially
available in the United States since 1983, the digital revolution . . . has only just
begun."40_IDEA_427)_and_footnotes(n163);.FTNT n163
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